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Water gives life to theworld and it constitutes 70%of our blue planet. However, only 7/1000 is safe to
drink and its distribution is unstable. Close to 2.6 billion people today have no access to safe drinking
water; 10 million of them die every year, due to those limitations. Experts have warned us: a global
water crisis threatens the healthofbillionsofpeopleaswell as thecountries' stability.
The waywemanage ourwater resourceswill decide have as a result our fate on the planet. However,
those water resources are unfortunately not managed efficiently. Water, especially in public areas, is
usually considered to be a free resource. Also, the pandemic resurfaced the safety issues of public
water taps.UNpointout:Handhygiene saves lives!

Inorder tobecomepartof the solution,wehavecreatedFlowON!
Our vision: to create a sustainable future for all. Ourmission: to develop innovative technologies and
take initiatives to reduce our water footprint. We strive to protect public health, and we are the only
business focusing on the production of advanced, automatic, instant water-saving systems for
outdoor taps. We have created a new market, with new products adjusted to the special needs of
outdoor spaces.

Our product, exclusively developed by us, is applicable to any type of outdoor tap, transforming it into
a smart tap! It turns on and off automatically using motion sensors, it has a locking mechanism
temporarily deactivatedby itsoperator, it requiresnocontactby theuser.

We aim both at the public and private sector. Our priority is all the school units of our country, but we
aspire to install our system in all outdoor taps found in parks, playgrounds, sports areas, hotel units,
petrol stations, educational institutions, homes,whereverpeople live in vulnerability, everywhere!
The domestic, European and foreign needs shape a particularly advantageous environment for our
business. Our product is already impressively accepted by various municipalities, the University of
Macedonia,many consumers andPTAs.

The above justifies that FlowON ismeant to function profitably,with annual sales of at least 150 items
the first year, at thepriceof 19.99€/item,and10000 in the5th, at thepriceof 17.99€/item
Having designed our product in a way that it is highly customisable and adjustable, it can easily be
adjusted to fit every tap. In the very close future, we intend to improve our product and penetrate the
globalmarket, while we have already applied for a patent.We are also evaluating a business proposal
made to us fromoneof the largest Greek companies inwater automationwhich contacted uswith the
intentionof future collaboration
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STARTINGUP

develop
outdoor

taps

Our systems

create the
product exclusively on our own

FlowON was created in October 2020 by 21
students, aged15-18.

We chose to deal with the conservation of
one of the most valuable goods for
humanity,water.

Wecameupwith this ideawhenwerealised:
how much water is being wasted daily in

our school'swater taps.
hat these taps are being touched by

hundreds of people every day, raising
hygiene concerns, especially during the
pandemic.

For these reasons, we have decided to
innovative and advanced automatic

instant water saving systems for
.

easily transform any tap into a
smart-contact faucet, which works with a
motiondetector:
allowus to savewater inoutdoor taps and
operate without contact, preventing the

transmissionof germsorviruses.

Wedecided fromthebeginning to
because

teammembers had the knowledge and skills
to design and produce that which helped us
to:
overcome the practical difficulties during

the lockdownand
handle complexity of the designing

process.
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What Makes FlowON Unique

Our product combines
durability, reliability, affordable
price and a great social value. It

gives a simple and cheap
solution to a global problem.

Access to safe drinking water is a human
right! Though, water is becoming less
abundant, while reducing our water
footprint in outdoor spaces, public or
private, isnot apriority.

Determined to be part of the solution, we
createdan innovativeproductwhich
reflects our research interestsbut,mainly,
has thedimensionof social contribution.




With a of a sustainable
future for all and a to
develop innovative technologies
and take initiatives to reduce our
water footprint.

vision
mission

We desire to become the change
that we want to see in our world.



OURPRODUCT

Our products are designed exclusively by us
with excellent know-how. The autonomous
design department of our company utilizes
themostmodern robotic technology, aiming
at a modern and functional result from the
design to its final form. Our executives have
the knowledge and the skills that ensure our
company the autonomy and decision-
making flexibility and ensure the continuous
developmentofour products.

Our current production process consists of
3D printing some of the components,
working with sheet metal and buying a few
off the parts. Then, the final assembly is
donebyour staff

The features that allowourdevice tooperate
inoutdoor spacesare:
Weather resistance.
Independence from the main electricity
network (rechargeable battery with an
autonomyof8months).
The anti-theft technology implemented.
(Very important for a device installed in
public spaces.)

Ourproduct is also:
Very cheap.
Veryeasy to install (Theonly thing required is
to attach the device to the tap and lock it in
place.)
Able to be temporarily deactivated by its
operator.

We have also designed, and will soon
produce, models that take advantage of the
flow of water and solar power to recharge
themselves and others that can connect to

Our Production Department's main concern
was the creation of a sustainable, energy-
independent, durable device that will be a

and easy-to-install solution for our
customers.

n
afordable

the internet through a wireless network.
These models will be able to give live
feedback related to their status and, in some
cases, to operate indefinitely without having
to be recharged manually. Additionally, we
already have a patent pending using the
prizemoney fromtheGreek JAcompetition.

We serve twomain :
The reduction of outdoor tap water
consumption by up to 80% (with the tap
running we consume 15-20 liters of water;
weneed less than3!).

The reduction of exposure to viruses and
germs by more than 98%, compared to a
manual tap (a commontapcarries 127000)

. Our accessory saves social and
private resources, limitswater consumption,
helps us save money, and also protects
against the spread of disease . The design of
our product is in line with the principles of
sustainability in the frame of the three E's of
sustainability (Environment, Economy, and
Ethical).

goals

We serve the triptych: ecology, economy,
and health
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MARKETANDCUSTOMERS

FlowON put the pillars for the creation of
an unknown till now market , with great
prospectsandhigh social value.
This market has been segmented into two
groupsof consumers:

The circumstances formed are extremely
favourable:
From 1st July 2021 onwards, all Greek
Municipalities are obliged to provide safe,
free drinking water, encourage reusable
water containers and expand the water tap
network in public spaces within the limits of
their jurisdiction. (Implementation of
DirectiveEU2019/904)

has

Public sector (public authorities and water-
supplynetworkmanagers)

Private sector
hotel units
ndustry usinesses

petrol stations
rivate ducational institutes

detached houses

9971
57000
3700
1136
2457437

i b

p e

Public sector
school units

arks
playgrounds
niversities

14175
1700

20000
25

p

u

Our first priority is the installation of our
device in the 14175 school units in Greece,
with an average of 4 outdoor water taps in
each school. We are also organising a
campaign aiming to motivate students to
start drinking tapwater again.

Private sector, mainly hotel units, offices,
petrol stations, garages and private
educational units that want to minimise
water waste in their public water taps, while
protecting their staff and clients. Our
products also aim to help households save
waterandmoney.



BUSINESSENVIRONMENT
The global population has been doubled
since 1950; the water consumption has
increased six-fold! Managing water
resources and ensuring its future availability
are deemed of critical importance and
shouldbeprioritisedover thenext fewyears.
In the meantime, the pandemic highlighted
the problem of poor hygienic practices
related topublicwater taps.

Greece is a country rich in water resources,
but with seasonal and spatial deficiencies.
The increase of population during the
summer, especially on water-deprived
islands, the concentration of 6 million
people in 8 cities and the fact that 1/4 of
Northern Greece's water is imported,
highlight the importance of efficient
management of our water resources. The
public needs to be informed and trained on
how to save water and use it efficiently. This
is also apparent to our national authorities,
which have recently announced a program
that subsidizeswater savingpractices.

Furthermore, it is a time period where more
and more appear
demandingpublicwater fountains.
The encourages
green public agreements, which promote
sustainabledevelopment.

and also promote the value of clean,
safe water and our right to adequate, free
access to it, the reinforcement of people's
trust to tap water, the reduction of plastic
wasteassociated tobottledwater.

Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has
highlighted the importance of sanitation,
hygiene and adequate access to clean water
for preventing and containing diseases. UN
experts said that COVID-19 pandemic will
not be stopped without access to safe water
for people living in vulnerability.

public movements

European Commission

EU UN

FlowON is the only company aiming to
develop and promote technologies which
will allow us to save water in outdoor taps,
reduce the spread of pathogens and prevent
infections.

With its products, FlowON contributes to all
the global efforts for a sustainable future,
supporting the goals set by UN for good
quality water (6th Goal), health and
prosperity (3rd Goal), sustainable cities and
communities (11th Goal), responsible
consumptionandproduction (12thGoal).

As a result, a very positive business
environment has been formed for FlowON,
on anational, Europeanand global level. The
increasing sensitivity of the public to the
importance of water is expected to change
the perspective on the use of water saving
devices by both thepublic and governments.
FlowONcandirectly benefit, by increasing its
sales volume, and indirectly, by the funding
that many local public authorities will
receive.

This favourable environment is reflected on
a proposal of one of the largest Greek
companies in the field of water
which contacted us with the intention of
further collaboration.

automation



Product's uniqueness
Affordable prices

Know-how
Easy to install

Adaptable to any outdoor tap
Competent and effective team

Llow financial needs

Facing with severe cash shortfall
Absence of an online store
Need for product improvement -
energy autonomy

Easy product copying
Ease of entry of new
producers in the market
Loss of Exclusivity if we accept
the cooperationproposals

Great consumer interest
No market competition

Consumers' and governments
awareness for water resources

protection
COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the

need for safe drinking water in public
places

Media's Interest in our Product and
Business

Municipalities' legal obligation for
installation public taps

New government subsidized programs
for water consumption

Cooperation proposal from a large
company that makes variable water

automations



SALES AND MARKETING

A has beenthorough research conducted by
ourMarketing Dpt and its results were really
optimistic. Many public organisations across
the Greek territory, such as municipalities
and greater regional units have expressed
interest and furthermore have placed orders
to install a variety of our products not only in
schools and universities but also in other
public area taps such as parks and
kindergartens. Except that, a tremendous
interest from individualswhoownavacation
house has arisen from our website and our
social media. All these factors gave us an
insight that a big trend there has been
established as far it may concerns our
products and a need for our society in
general is revealed.

Another insight that was revealed from our
Marketing Dpt research, was that the
optimum sales price of the product has been
fixed at 19.99€ based on our costingmethod
and simultaneously with a price that was
affordable to our customers. Except
individuals, plumbers, hoteliers and petrol
station owners were well-disposed towards
this price.

Α five-year sales conservative prediction
(Table 1) estimates a mixed profit starting
from the first year of Flow ON operation. In
the same year, we estimate net profits,
without staff salaries included. They can
justified from 2023 and onwards. In 202 ,
we could enhance the sales channel of retail
through the establishment of our E-
commerce (e-shop). The marketing
department's costs of operation have been
estimated close to 5% of our sales. As the
orders for raw materials increasing, we can
get better prices from our suppliers, and as a
result a decrease in manufacturing cost at
the rate of 10% is a fact. This will benefit
customers. We choose this so
as to build stable relationship with our
customers due to our corporate ethic which
implies clarity, trust and respect to them.
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our
pricing policy

Our break-even point is projected to be in
2021, at 40.3 pieces for the sale of 150pieces
priced at 19.99€ . Self-financing of
a l l our permanent manufactur ing
equipment is anticipated at the end of the
upcoming five-yearperiod.

(Table 2)

The size of the domestic and global markets
and the demand for our products justified
optimistic forecasts but if we accept the
cooperation proposal the forecasting will
changed.

Currently,we followadirect salemodel.
Making use of various web marketing
techniques, we aim to raise our visitors'
interest in our products, to offer easily
accessible information about ourselves and
to publicly present our competitive
advantages.

We utilise marketing tools (our Facebook
and Instagram accounts), in order to
communicate our values and philosophy to
the public, as well as to promote our
products to potential clients with minimal
costs. Content Marketing, mainly the
business video that we created, got us over
500 views in less thanaweek. Also,wehave

created a commercial spot along with
postersand flyers.

We also made good use of the media, with
articles in the press, conferences, radio
shows and TV interviews of our staff not only
on national TV channels but also on radio
stations.

Finally, participating in “Junior Achievement
Greece” competition and winning the first
place was a unique opportunity to promote
ourbusiness.
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Table 1 Sales forecast

Table 2: Break Even Analysis

* So far has been completed 22 orders from 150.



MANAGEMENT
Based on the model of a real business, we have staffed the departments according to our abilities,
interestsand future educational goals, andwehaveapplied team-oriented leadershipmodel.

Withmany participations and awards in programming and robotics competitions, our
designed,developedandassembledourproduct.

ProductionDepartment

The secured the necessary funds andhas implemented the business's financial
analysis.

Our createdourwebsite,which theyaremanagingalongsidewithour socialmedia.

The ensured the business's outreach to public
authorities and tomanypotential clients.

Financial Department

ITDepartment

Commercial and Public Relations Department

In order to improve ourselves and develop the necessary skills, we have utilised knowledge gained by
taking part in the Economy Club of our school.We studied relevantmaterial and participated inmany
JA webinars. Last but not least, we had the support and consulting of many experts (academic,
electricians and plumbers, the creators of London's public Bronze Drinking Fountains).

we organisedmeetingswithmayors from
variousGreekmunicipalities.
The quarantinemade the coordination of our teamparticularly difficult.We had to apply teleworking
practices, which provide the additional advantage of lower operational costs in the future. Under
challenging circumstances, the commitment to a common goal, the specifically assigned
responsibilities as well as the excellent working environment, which was created over the internet,
becametheguiding forces towardsour success.

In order to get
in touchwith our future clientèle such as public authorities,



FINANCE
It was decided that the first batch of products that will be produced (to be used as samples) will be 12
pieces.
All the departments are operated by our staff, working without pay and offering their services
remotely. Also, our commercial techniquesdue toour technicalmeansofour ITDpthad zerocost.
In the future, FlowONwill be a very profitable company. Its financingneeds havebeen calculated tobe
around 20,000€. Possible sources of capital are: Sponsorships from non-profit institutions, prize
money from competitions, EU program funds, micro-financing and crowd funding. We will also be
leasing thenecessaryequipment to reduceour fixedcosts.

PROSPECTS
We have also designed, and will soon produce, models that take advantage of the flow of water and
solar power to recharge its self. Thesemodelswill, in some cases, be able to operatewithout having to
be rechargedmanually.
Additionally,wealreadyhaveapatentpendingusing theprizemoney fromtheGreek JAcompetition.
Our expansion in the global markets is one of our future goals. Our product, although it currently can
only be used for outdoor taps in Greece, was intentionally designed in such a way that makes it very
easy forus toadapt it to fit any tap in theworld.

Consciously and with a sense of responsibility, we "Change the Flow of hings”.T



Tous, sustainability is a choice.
We serve and strive to accomplish UN's goals for clean water, good health, sustainable cities and
communities, responsible consumptionandproduction.
We support thecircular economymodel, promotedby theEU.
Weprotectour citizens' health.

Experimental Senior High School of University of Macedonia

Thessaloniki, Greece
+20 2319 587149
flowon.21@gmail.com
https://flow-on.org
https://www.facebook,com/FlowOn.jag
https://www.instagram.com/flowon_ja/

Advisors:
- John Papadopoulos - IKEA Thessaloniki
- George Varelas - IKEA Thessaloniki

Link teachers:
- Anna Matsiori - Economist
- Eleni Margarou - Philologist
- Nikolaow Terpsiadis - Mathematician


